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ROHA Software Support GmbH was founded in 1997 by Wolfgang 
M. Roser. The company is one of the leading providers of output 
management solutions for IBM System i (AS/400).

As a full-service company ROHA develops and distributes the 
output classic SpoolMaster and provides comprehensive IT 
services. Due to the quick and easy integration of SpoolMaster 
into existing ERP systems, ROHA supports all companies that 
need to process and output spools from their merchandise 
management system, financial accounting, warehousing, etc. In 
addition to the company’s Vienna headquarters, there is also a 
subsidiary in Cologne.

What is 

SpoolMaster?

»For many years, our customers‘ input has led to 
maximum output. Requirements grow at least as 
fast as information, documents and data. An output 
management solution must be able to keep up with 
current and future requirements. Thanks to SpoolMaster, 
our customers keep track of their output jungle at all 
times and can rely on a user-friendly, flexible, and cost-
efficient solution.

Herbert Pfeifer, Head of SpoolMaster 
Software Development

SpoolMaster is an output management solution for IBM System  i 
(AS/400) developed by ROHA Software Support GmbH. 

More than 870 installations of this unique output all-
rounder are used worldwide in various industries and with 
individual requirements: in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, 
Spain, Colombia, Mexico, and many more. ROHA‘s 52 
international sales partners provide first-class support and 
optimal on-site customer service.

MODULAR  FLEXIBLE  RELIABLE

The No. 1 output-
management solution
for IBM System i 
AS/400

SpoolMaster 

gets data into shape
Companies have been using IBM i for many years – especially 
in business-critical areas such as merchandise management. 
It is still undisputed that this system is high reliable. However, 
the graphic formatting of data is an essential opportunity for 
further optimisation of the proven IBM System i (AS/400). 
If you want to remedy this situation, use the output 
management solution of the Viennese software development 
specialist ROHA.



 

Navigator

Your benefits

at a glance

Forward-thinking output management

High performance and 
modern layouts

Current developments 

for and with our clients

SpoolMaster saves costs
SpoolMaster is a modular, freely scalable system 
that allows you to choose from a wide range of 
add-on modules. Adapt your output management 
solution perfectly to your individual requirements 
and only pay for functions that you actually need. 

Existing applications remain unchanged
Existing applications in your IT infrastructure 
remain completely unaffected by the installation 
and configuration of your new SpoolMaster output 
management solution. 

SpoolMaster is modular
The many functions of the proven output 
management solution SpoolMaster for IBM System i 
are divided into individual modules. Therefore, 
you get and pay for exactly what you need in your 
business. Tailor-made and without any unnecessary 
ballast. 

»You can only develop a good product if you know what 
your customers want. Therefore, a lively and direct 
exchange with our users is very important to us. It 
enables us to design SpoolMaster exactly in such a way 
that it benefits everyone – now and in the future. 

Wolfgang M. Roser,  
Founder of ROHA

SpoolMaster Navigator
The Navigator is the very first graphical user 
interface for the configuration of a wide range 
of functions, making it easier to set up and 
operate SpoolMaster. 

eBilling Module
Create XML data streams for electronic billing 
documents. All common formats such as 
PEPPOL-UBL, X-bill, ZUGFeRD are supported. 

SpoolMaster easily integrates into your network and provides 
a comfortable graphic user interface for all functions with 
the SpoolMaster Navigator.

The IBM System i (AS/400) processes the data entirely at 
runtime, which is a great advantage for your performance.

SpoolMaster is not limited to data output on printers of 
various manufacturers. Spool files can also be transferred 
to PC applications such as Microsoft Office, fax applications, 
e-mail systems, websites, or archive systems.

Your archive is organised in a low-maintenance and legally 
compliant manner: SpoolMaster packs content and fonts into 
PDF/A files and therefore guarantees sustainable availability 
of all resources in your documents.

Quick support and maintenance
Short response times ensure swift solutions, 
especially in critical situations. Daily contact 
with our users is a valuable exchange of 
experiences that flows directly into the further 
development and constant improvement of 
future releases.

USERS


